BAKKIE CAMO 2010
A new addition to our line up is KAROO /
FREE STATE bakkie paint, a matt cover that
is dull and matches the Karoo or Free State
areas. This is special long lasting paint.

It is unfair to ask you to spot the bakkie in this photo – so I will
circle it for you. The bakkie in this colour camo vanishes in
the Karoo; you cannot see it – now imagine its night time!!!!! I
have had a jackal as close as 6m from the bakkie at night and
that’s the truth, this matt finish is amazing.

Here is a sample
sample of the colours, but looking at
the beige it seems white, but in real life is a soft
Hessian texture.

These colours allow you to simply vanish in the Karoo,
these are NOT oil paints, and not at all shiny.
We have included this new paint to our line up; it is all the
general colours you will need to match the Karoo and
Free State / Vrystaat vir jakkals jag.

VRYSTAAT / FREE STATE / JAKKALS JAGTERS
To match this terrain is far easier than to match the
Karoo, even for Namibia this golden brown will work well.
The Free State is very Hessian coloured and with very
little green most time of the year.
The one colour is a dull Hessian / golden brown colour for
the FREE STATE / VRYSTAAT – if you apply this with a
very slight touch of green here and there it will match the
Free State perfectly.

KAROO CAMO PAINT

This is more complicated and you need a much larger
combination of colours to match the Karoo in general.
NOTE I tend to steer away from big blobs of black at all
costs, as nothing is evident in the Karoo in the evening
and in the day and that is black, so to wear or cover
anything in black will stand out a mile!

Here are samples of two colours (plus the Hessian /
brown) that I will use in the Karoo; these 3 colours blend
in perfectly. (NOTE photo of the land Cruiser) I use black
as a touch for the odd night shadow, that’s all!

GENERAL
To camouflage a complete LWB bakkie with 3 colours you
will need a litre altogether and you will still have spare
camo paint for any later touch ups you wish to do.
See the above photo, the size that you decide to make the
different patterns is up to you, but this is a very good
example of a Land cruiser we covered.

COSTS
We sell the bottles of paint in 500ml. This will cover a
LWB bakkie depending on how many blotches you make
of each colour. But if you want to have extra for other
applications then a 1 litre is a better option. The paint
retails at R75-00 per 500ml plus overnight postage.

APPLICATION and PREPARATION
Application and preparation is pretty easy, sand the top
layer a little of the area you will cover on the bakkie,
create a rough surface, then the paint will stick well, and
wont come off, afterwards if you need to touch it up you
will have spare left from a total of a litre. You don’t have
to sand deep, just create a rough surface to apply the
paint to.
I use a pencil and draw the patterns on the bakkie, and
then I write in the spaces - green, brown, Hessian etc,
then I know what to paint what and it will take shape. I
apply the black shadows last (very few). The green and
brown I break with the Hessian colour. I add in a little
brown in the Hessian to make it a slight touch darker.

Here is an example of a colour typical in the Free State,
this camo netting is fine, this is my bakkie covered with
the netting, BUT it is expensive. Camo netting to wrap a
bakkie like this will set you back R5000, 00 PLUS, the
camo paint is far cheaper – cheaper by about R4000, 00!!

